NOTES:
1. ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS WILL BE CONSIDERED FOR APPROVAL BY MANAGER CITY ASSETS UPON RECEIVE OF FORMAL APPLICATION.
2. ALL POST MATERIALS, INCLUDING TIMBER PRESERVATION, ARE TO COMPLY WITH QUEENSLAND DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT AND MAIN ROAD (QDT) SPECIFICATION WRDS 11.14.
3. WHERE GUIDE POSTS ARE INSTALLED ON ROADWAYS, POST SHALL BE TREATED STEEL AT MAXIMUM 65m SPACING IN PARALLEL.
4. POSTS TO BE ERECTED IN PARKS, ONE EACH SIDE OF THE ROAD FORMATION WHERE NERD AND CHARMER DID NOT POST.
5. DELINEATORS ARE TO COMPLY WITH QDT SPECIFICATION WRDS 11.14 AND ARE TO BE LOCATED WITH RED FACING TRAFFIC ON THE LEFT SIDE AND WHITE FACING TRAFFIC ON RIGHT SIDE.
6. GUIDE POST SHALL BE POSITIONED:
   - ON STRAIGHTS OR CURVES AS PER TABLE PROVIDED.
   - SO THAT ONE PAIR IS ALWAYS VISIBLE ON EACH SIDE OF THE TOP OF THE POST ON EACH SIDE OF THE ROAD.
   - ADJACENT TO ANY CHANGE OF ROAD ALIGNMENT OR HAZARD (e.g. TAPERS, BRIDGES, CULVERTS).
7. WHERE POSTS ARE PLACED OVER CURVES, THE SPACING SHALL BE ARRANGED SUCH THAT A MINIMUM OF 2 PAIRS ARE VISIBLE AT ALL TIMES FROM A DRIVER'S EYE HEIGHT OF 1.15m.
8. DELINEATORS TO BE FIXED TO GUARDRAIL AT EACH END POST AND AT A MAXIMUM SPACING OF 15m. CLOSER SPACING AS PER TABLE ABOVE MAY BE REQUIRED IN WHICH CASE DELINEATORS ARE TO BE PLACED ON THE NEAREST POST.
9. SPACING AND INSTALLATION TO CONFORM TO REQUIREMENTS OF THE QUEENSLAND MANUAL OF UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES (MUTCD).
10. DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES (MM).

FRONT ELEVATION – EXTRA LONG TIMBER POST
FRONT ELEVATION – STANDARD TIMBER POST
SIDE ELEVATION – TIMBER POST

RADIUS (m) | OUTSIDE OF CURVE | INSIDE OF CURVE
--- | --- | ---
<100 | 10 | 20
100–199 | 15 | 30
200–299 | 20 | 40
300–599 | 25 | 50
600–999 | 30 | 60
1000–1199 | 35 | 70
1200–2000 | 40 | 80
>2000 (incl. straight) | 45 | 90

SPACING
FLOODWAYS: 25m FOR FLOODWAYS < 120m LONG,
50m FOR FLOODWAYS > 120m LONG.
NARROW FORMATIONS: 20m FOR SHORT HIGHS OR DEEP DRAINAGE DITCHES.

STANDARD TIMBER POSTS
- 1600 x 100 x 50 HARDWOOD WITH 6 ARMS AROUND EXPOSED PERIMETER OF POST, EXTRA LENGTH AS REQUIRED TO SUIT LOCATION.
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